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We compute the ,-Selmer group for a family of elliptic curves, where , is an
isogeny of degree 5, then find a practical formula for the CasselsTate pairing on
the ,-Selmer groups and use it to show that a particular family of elliptic curves
have non-trivial 5-torsion in their ShafarevichTate group.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a number field, EK an elliptic curve defined over K, and E(K)
the MordellWeil group of points on E with coordinates in K. Denote by
(EK) the ShafarevichTate group of EK. The ShafarevichTate group
arises frequently in the study of elliptic curves although much about its size
and structure remains mysterious. The group is believed to be finite and the
conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer asserts that its cardinality is a
factor in the leading term of the L-series of the elliptic curve at s=1.
Kolyvagin [8] proved that E(Q) and (EQ) are both finite for a certain
class of modular curves. Rubin [16] showed that if E is an elliptic curve
defined over an imaginary quadratic field, K, with complex multiplication
by K, then if L(EK , 1){0, (EK) is finite. Although finiteness of the
ShafarevichTate group has been proven in some cases, a general result is
far from being achieved and we instead try to gather information about its
cardinality. For example how large is the m-torsion subgroup? In the past,
the 2- and 3-torsion in (EK) have been studied with the most success.
Kramer [10] used a descent procedure to produce a family of elliptic
curves with arbitrarily large 2-torsion in (EK); and Cassels [2] showed
that the 3-torsion can be arbitrarily large by constructing certain quadratic
twists of E. Here we will give a method for finding non-trivial 5-torsion
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elements in the ShafarevichTate group of a family of elliptic curves by
using the CasselsTate pairing.
Main Results. Suppose that ,: E  E$ is an isogeny of elliptic curves of
degree m. Denote by S,(EK) the ,-Selmer group of EK and by ,(EK)
the ,-torsion in the ShafarevichTate group of EK. The MordellWeil
group, Selmer group, and ShafarevichTate group are related by the
following exact sequence
0  E$(K),E(K)  S,(EK)  ,(EK)  0.
There is an alternating pairing on (EK), called the CasselsTate
pairing, which is non-degenerate modulo the divisible subgroup. The
CasselsTate pairing restricted to ,(EK) lifts to a pairing on S,(EK)
which is trivial on elements coming from E$(K),E(K) and which we will
also call the CasselsTate pairing
( , ): S,(EK)_S,(EK)  QZ.
It is, in general, difficult to give a readily computable, practical formula
for the pairing. However, under certain conditions, which hold for various
families of curves, we are able to write the pairing down as a sum of local
pairings which are easily computable. Since , is the quotient of S, by
(E$,E), knowledge of the Selmer group and a formula for the pairing gives
us a method by which we can hope to deduce information about
the ShafarevichTate group. McCallum [11] has shown this idea to
work in finding non-trivial p-torsion in the quotient of the Fermat curve
x p+ y p=1, for p satisfying certain conditions. His formula for computing
the pairing involved finding a p-adic approximation for a certain function.
Here, we apply his idea to a family of elliptic curves, but instead of the
p-adic approximation, we find explicit formulas for the pairing in terms of
local Hilbert norm residue symbols.
In particular, we consider elliptic curves, E$, whose 5-torsion is iso-
morphic over Q to Z5Z+5 . The following equation (see Rubin and
Silverberg [15], and Klein [7, 6]) parametrizes this family of curves
y2=x3&
u20&228u15+494u10+228u5+1
48
x
+
u30+522u25&10005u20&10005u10&522u5+1
864
. (1)
Let , : E$  E be the isogeny with kernel Z5Z. If E$ is given by (1), then
E$(Z5Z) :=E will denote the quotient of E$ by this unique subgroup of
order 5 with trivial Galois action. For a family of these curves chosen
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by defining E$ by Eq. (1) with values of u # Q satisfying a certain divisibility
condition at 5, we show that we can determine the ,-Selmer group of EQ
simply by looking at the primes, v, of split multiplicative reduction for E$
together with a certain number, *v # P1(F5), associated to each such prime.
The number *v is related to the Tate parametrization of a certain 5-torsion
point on E$ over the local field Qv . For a precise definiton of *v , see
Section 4.2. If u is an integer and v a prime, denote by ordv(u) the exact
power of v dividing u. Throughout, let
M=[primes of bad reduction for E$]. (2)
We state the main results of the paper next.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that E$ can be given by (1) with u # Q, ord5(u)>0
and E$E$(Z5Z). Let M be as in (2) and
M$=[v # M | E$ has split multiplicative reduction at v]
and
7=[v # M$ | v#1 (mod 5) and *v=].
Denote by U the subgroup of Q_(Q_)5 generated modulo 5th powers by the
primes in M$&7. Then there is an isomorphism
S,(EQ)$[n # U | n(v&1)5#1 (mod v) \v # 7].
For the family of curves under consideration, the CasselsTate pairing
can be given in terms of a finite sum of local pairings on a subset of these
primes of split multiplicative reduction. The local pairings can then be
given in terms of the local Hilbert Norm Residue symbol raised to the
power &*v . In what follows, ‘ is a certain 5th root of unity to be specified
later (Section 4) and if = and =$ are 5th roots of unity, then we’ll write
Ind= =$=k if =5k==$ for k # 15ZZ.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that E$ can be given by (1) with u # Q,
ord5(u)>0 and E$E$(Z5Z). Let M$ be as in the Theorem 1.1 and
S=[v # M$ | v#1 (mod 5)].
Then for n, m # S,(EQ), the CasselsTate pairing is given by
(n, m)= :
v # S
Ind‘ (nv , mv)&*vv mod Z
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where ( , )v is the local Hilbert norm residue symbol on Q_v (Q
_
v )
5, and for
n # S,(EQ), nv denotes the image of n in Q_v (Q
_
v )
5 under the map induced
by the isomorphism of Theorem 1.1.
Since an element n # S,(EQ) maps to a non-trivial element of ,(EQ)
if n is not in the kernel of the pairing, we can use the above information
to find a sub-family of these curves with non-trivial 5-torsion in their
ShafarevichTate group.
Corollary 1.3. Suppose that E$ can be given by (1) with u # Z,
ord5(u)>0, ord11(u)=0, u chosen so that t=u2+u&1 is not divisible by
any primes congruent to 1 modulo 5, and *11 {0. Let E$E$(Z5Z). Then
5(EQ) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z5Z_Z5Z.
2. BACKGROUND
Notation. If K is a number field, denote by MK the complete set of non-
equivalent valuations on K. Note that for K=Q, MQ is just the set of
rational primes together with the ‘‘prime’’ at . Denote by Kv a completion
of K with respect to the metric induced by a prime v and by Fv the residue
field. If ,: E  E$ is an isogeny of elliptic curves, denote by E, the kernel
of ,, and by , : E$  E the dual isogeny. Define H1(K, A) to be the
cohomology of the Galois module A taken with respect to the absolute
Galois group Gal(K K). If # is a cocycle in H1(K, A), then write #v for the
restriction of # to Gal(K v Kv) in the local cohomology group H 1(Kv , A).
Finally, denote by e, the Weil pairing.
For an elliptic curve, E, defined over a number field K, the Shafarevich
Tate group of EK, (EK), is defined by
(EK)=ker[H1(K, E)  ‘
v # MK
H 1(Kv , E)].
Suppose that ,: E  E$ is an isogeny of elliptic curves of degree m. We
have the usual exact sequence
0 wwE, wwE ww
, E$ ww0.
Taking Gal(K K) cohomology we get a long exact sequence from which
we extract a short exact Kummer sequence
0 wwE$(K),E(K) wwi, H1(K, E,) wwH 1(K, E), ww0.
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Here i, denotes the usual coboundary map: P$ [ [#: _ [ Q_&Q] where
Q # E(K ) is such that ,Q=P$. For each v # MK , we get an analogous
sequence by replacing K by Kv and taking cohomology with respect
to Gal(K v Kv). The sequences patch together to form the following
commutative diagram
i,E$(K),E(K) H1(K, E,) H 1(K, E),
‘
v # MK
E$(Kv),E(Kv) ww
i,, v ‘
v # MK
H 1(Kv , E,) ww ‘
v # MK
H 1(Kv , E), .
The ,-Selmer group of EK is defined to be
S,(EK)=ker[H1(K, E,)  ‘
v # MK
H1(Kv , E),]
=[# # H1(K, E,) | #v # Im(i,, v) \ v # MK]. (3)
We see that the kernel of the far right vertical arrow of the above
commutative diagram is the ,-torsion in (EK) and so can be realized as
a quotient of the ,-Selmer group
0  E$(K),E(K)  S,(EK)  ,(EK)  0.
There is little known on methods to compute ,(EK) directly, but we
do have some hope of computing the ,-Selmer group. This of course would
give us a bound on the size of ,(EK); however, we wouldn’t be able to
determine much more (for example even whether it was trivial) without
some additional information. The CasselsTate pairing gives us a way
to get an extra piece of information. The pairing, defined by Cassels for
elliptic curves and by Tate in general, is defined as a pairing on
( , ): (EK)_(EK)  QZ
which is non-degenerate modulo the infinitely divisible subgroup. We can
restrict the CasselsTate pairing to the kernel of an isogeny , and lift
it to a pairing on S,(EK) which is trivial on elements coming from
E$(K),E(K). We will denote this pairing by ( , ) as well:
( , ): S,(EK)_S,(EK)  QZ.
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3. DEFINITION OF THE PAIRING
Denote by +m the m-th roots of unity. We will assume that the elliptic
curve E$ comes equipped with a fixed isomorphism of Gal(K K)-modules
i: E$m $ZmZ+m
and that an isogeny , is chosen so that
E$, =i&1(ZmZ).
The dual isogeny, ,: E  E$, then has kernel E, $+m and E$E$(ZmZ).
Thus we have the following commutative diagram.
,
E$, E$m E,
i
ZmZ wwZmZ+m ww+m
It is clear that these conditions imply that the map
, : E$m  E,
has a (Galois equivariant) section
s: E,  E$m .
The existence of a section allows a slight simplification in the definition
of the pairing. For a general description see ([12], Milne I.6.9). Let a, a$ #
,(EK) and choose b, b$ in H1(K, E,) mapping to a,a$ respectively. By
the definition of (EK), for each v # MK , a maps to zero in H 1(Kv , E)
and so it is clear from the diagram
E,(Kv), E$m(Kv)
E(Kv), E$(Kv)
i, , v
H1(Kv , E$, )
,
0 wwE$(Kv)mE$(Kv)
im, v H1(Kv , E$m)
, *
0 ww E$(Kv),E(Kv)
i,, v
H1(Kv , E,) H 1(Kv , E).
Diagram 1
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that bv can be lifted to an element bv, 1 # H 1(Kv , E$m) that is in the image
of E$(Kv). At this point, the general definition requires us to lift b to a
cochain b1 # H 1(K, E$m) such that , *(b1)=b. Here we can use the sections to lift b, and in fact we get a cocycle b1=s*b, which considerably sim-
plifies the rest of the definition. Now bv, 1&b1, v maps to zero under
H1(Kv , E$m)  H1(Kv , E,) and so is the image of an element cv # H1(Kv , E$, ).
The pairing is defined to be
(b, b$)= :
v # MK
invv(cv _ b$v), (4)
where the cup product is induced from the Weil pairing (c.f. [20], III.8)
e, : E$, _E,  +m ,
and invv is the canonical isomorphism H2(Kv , +m)  QZ (c.f. [1], VI.1).
The strategy is to reduce the description of the pairing into terms
which can be easily computed. Following McCallum [11], we do this by
considering local bilinear pairings:
( , ) v : E$(Kv),E(Kv)_E$(Kv),E(Kv)  QZ.
For each v # MK , we have a diagram analogous to Diagram 1. Let
x, y # E$(Kv),E(Kv). Let x1 be a lifting of x to E$(Kv)mE$(Kv). Then
im, v(x1) and s* i,, v(x) both have the same image in H
1(Kv , E$m), so
(im, v(x1)&s* i,, v(x)) is the image of an element cv # H
1(Kv , E$, ). Define
(x, y) v=invv[cv _ i,, v( y)]. (5)
Note that the definition of the Selmer group (3) shows that for each
v # MK , there is an obvious map:
Iv, , : S,(EK)  E$(Kv),E(Kv)
x [ Rx .
We use Iv, , to map the Selmer group into the local groups E$(Kv),E(Kv).
The CasselsTate pairing can then be expressed in terms of the local
pairings.
Theorem 3.1. The CasselsTate pairing on S,(EK)_S,(EK) may be
expressed as a sum of local pairings
(b, b$)= :
v # MK
(Iv, ,(b), Iv, ,(b$)) v mod Z.
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Proof. We have that x=Iv, ,(b), y=Iv, ,(b$), s* i,, v(x)=b1, v , im, v(x1)
=bv, 1 , and i,, v( y)=b$v , so the cv in (5) is the same as the cv in (4). K
We can immediately reduce this to a finite sum.
Lemma 3.2. Let E, E$ be as above and suppose x, y # E$(Qv),E(Qv). If
v is a real valuation and m is odd, or v is non-archimedean and E$ has good
reduction at v with ordv(m)=0 then (x, y) v=0.
Proof. If v is a real valuation and m is odd, then clearly the pairing is
trivial. If v is non-archimedean and E$ has good reduction at v and
ordv(m)=0, then the corresponding cocycles are unramified in H1(G, E,)
and H1(G, E$,) and so pair trivially (c.f. [12] I.2.6).
4. A FAMILY OF CURVES
We now specialize to the case m=5 with K=Q. For the formulas below
we refer to [15]. Consider the family of elliptic curves parametrized by
Eq. (1).
The curve has associated discriminant
2(u)=&u5(u10+11u5&1)5. (6)
From now on, we will suppose that E$ is given by this equation for an
arbitrary (but fixed) u # Q, and we will always assume u is in lowest terms.
Let
x0(u)=
u10+12u8&12u7+24u6+30u5+60u4+36u3+24u2+12u+1
12
,
(7)
y0(u)=
1
2
u(u4&3u3+4u2&2u+1)(u4+2u3+4u2+3u+1)2
and define P$=(x0(u), y0(u)) # E$(Q). Fix a 5th root of unity ‘ and define
R$=(x0(‘u), y0(‘u)). It is easy to check that the points P$ and R$ are inde-
pendent points of order 5. Since P$ # E$(Q), it generates a subgroup
isomorphic to Z5Z as a Gal(Q Q)-module. Furthermore, if _ # Gal(Q Q),
then _ R$=/(_) R$+(1&/(_)) P$ where /: G  (Z5Z)_ is the cyclotomic
character. Hence, Q$=P$&R$ generates the subgroup isomorphic to +5 as
a Gal(Q Q)-module. Thus, choosing P$ and Q$ as a basis for the 5-torsion
induces an isomorphism
i: E$5  Z5Z_+5 . (8)
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We then choose the isogeny , : E$  E to be the one with kernel
E$, =(P$) $Z5Z. Writing Q=, Q$, the dual isogeny ,: E  E$ has kernel
E,=(Q) $+5 . Finally, the Galois map , : E$5  E, has a natural section
s: E,  E$5
Q  Q$.
Our curves E, E$ together with the isogenies ,, , satisfy the conditions set
forth in Section 3 and so the previous description of the CasselsTate
pairing applies.
In order to compute the CasselsTate pairing we focus on the local
pairings at 5 and primes of bad reduction for E$, since by Lemma 3.2 the
local pairings are trivial otherwise. The family of curves parametrized by
(1) has some nice reduction properties which we will see cause the local
pairing to be trivial everywhere except at primes where v#1 (mod 5) is a
prime of bad reduction for E$.
4.1. Tate curves
Whenever an elliptic curve has multiplicative reduction at a prime v,
there is a Tate curve that can be associated to it. The following Theorem
characterizes this association. A nice account of the theory of Tate curves
can be found in [18], V.35.
Theorem 4.1.1. [Tate]
(i) If E$Q has split multiplicative reduction at v, then there is a
q # Qv , with |q| v<1 such that
E$(Q v)$Q _qZ
as Gal(Q v Qv)-modules.
(ii) If E$Q has non-split multiplicative reduction at v, then there is a
q # Qv , with |q| v<1 such that
E$(Q v)$Q _qZ
as Gal(Q v L)-modules where L is the unique unramified quadratic extension
of Qv , and
E$(Qv)$[u # L_ | NormLQv(u) # q
Z]qZ.
Examination of the Tate parametrizations for E$, together with the
isomorphism of Gal(Q Q)-modules, E$5 $Z5Z+5 , allows us to charac-
terize the reduction behavior of E$ at all primes.
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Lemma 4.1.2. Let E$ be given by (1) with u # Q, with P$, Q$ as above. If
v1 (mod 5), then E$5(Qv)=(P$). Suppose that v{5 is a prime of bad
reduction for E$. Then E$ has multiplicative reduction at v. Furthermore, the
reduction is split multiplicative if v&1 (mod 5).
Proof. By assumption, E$5 $(P$) (Q$) where P$ is a Q-rational
point and Q$ has coordinates in Q(‘) where ‘ is a 5th root of unity. Hence,
for all v, (P$)E$5(Qv); however if v1 (mod 5), then Qv does not con-
tain the 5th roots of unity and so (Q$) /3 E$5(Qv); hence E$5(Qv)=(P$).
Since E$(Q) has a point of order 5, then by work of Frey ([4],
Theorem 2) we know that any prime v{5 of bad reduction has multi-
plicative reduction.
Now suppose that E$ has non-split multiplicative reduction at v{5. By
assumption E$(Qv) always has at least one subgroup of order 5, thus
Theorem 4.1.1(ii) implies that LQv must contain 5th roots of unity not
contained in Qv . This can only be possible if v#&1 (mod 5). In particular,
if v&1 (mod 5), then we must have split-multiplicative reduction. K
Proposition 4.1.3. Let E$ be given by (1) with u # Q such that
ord5(u)>0. Then E$ has split multiplicative reduction at 5.
Proof. If ord5(u)>0, then the equation E$: y2=x3+a(u) x+b(u) as
given by (1) is a minimal model at 5 since a(u), b(u) # Z_5 . Since
2(u)=&u5(u10+11u5+1)5 then ord5(2)>0 and we have bad reduction
at 5. Furthermore, since a(u) # Z_5 the reduction type is multiplicative (c.f.
[20], VII.1).
Since E$(Q5) contains a subgroup of order 5, but no quadratic extension
LQ5 contains the 5th roots of unity, we can conclude by Theorem 4.1.1(ii)
that the multiplicative reduction cannot be non-split. K
4.2. The image of the maps i,, v
The determination of both the Selmer group and a formula for the
CasselsTate pairing depends on the image of the local ,-coboundary
maps, i,, v , at primes of bad reduction for E$. The key to analyzing these
maps lies in finding the image of the (local) 5-coboundary maps
i5, v : E$(Qv)5E$(Qv)  H 1(Qv , E$5).
We analyze these maps by considering the Tate isomorphism and an
associated parameter, *v .
To each v # MQ at which E$ has multiplicative reduction, we will
associate a number *v # P1(F5) defined as follows. Recall that we have
made a choice of global points P$ # E$(Q) and Q$ # E$(Q(+5)) giving us a
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decomposition E$5=(P$) (Q$) as in (8). Let v be a prime of multi-
plicative reduction for E$. Suppose that an embedding _: Q(+5)  Q v has
been chosen and denote the image of P$ and Q$ under the embedding by
the same symbols. Denote by { the Tate isomorphism referred to in
Theorem 4.1.1:
{: Q _v q
Z  E$(Q v).
Write
{(+5)=(aP$+bQ$) /E$5 , 0a, b4. (9)
Define
*v=
a
b
# P1(F5)=F5 _ [].
Note that the ratio, *v , is well defined modulo 5 for any choice of generator
aP$+bQ$; however, unless *v=0, , *v does depend on our choice, _, of
embedding.
Lemma 4.2.1. Suppose E$ is given by (1) with u # Q.
If v is a prime of multiplicative reduction for E$, the local 5-coboundary
map gives an isomorphism
i5, v : E$(Qv)5E$(Qv)  H 1(Qv , (aP$+bQ$) ),
where a and b are as in (9). Furthermore, with *v , P$, and Q$ as above,
(i) If v1 (mod 5) is a prime of split multiplicative reduction, then
*v=0; i.e., i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))$H1(Qv , (Q$) ).
(ii) If v is a prime of non-split multiplicative reduction, then
*v=; i.e., i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))$H1(Qv , (P$) ).
Proof. The Tate parametrization, {, gives rise to the following com-
mutative diagram where {~ is induced by {.
0 0
Q_v (Q
_
v )
5 ww{~ E$(Qv)5E$(Qv) ww 0
i5, v
0 wwH 1(Qv , +5)
{~ H1(Qv , E$5) } } }
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It follows that
i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))$H 1(Qv , {(+5))/H1(Qv , E$5).
In other words, if {(+5)=(aP$+bQ$) , we have the isomorphism:
i5, v : E$(Qv)5E$(Qv)  H 1(Qv , (aP$+bQ$) )
as claimed.
For a prime of split multiplicative reduction, Theorem 4.1.1(i) tells us
that { is Galois equivariant and so (aP$+bQ$) corresponds to the sub-
group of E$5 on which the Galois group acts by +5 . If v1 (mod 5), then
by Lemma 4.1.2, E$5(Qv)=(P$) and so we must have that {(+5)=(Q$);
i.e., a=0 O *v=0.
If v is a prime of non-split multiplicative reduction for E$, then
Theorem 4.1.1(ii) tells us that { is not Galois equivariant, but the action is
twisted by a quadratic character, /, which acts by taking a 5th root of unity
to its inverse. Thus as Gal(Q Q)-modules, {(+5)$+5(/)$Z5Z. Since we
have non-split reduction, Lemma 4.1.2 tells us v1 (mod 5) and
E$5(Qv)=(P$) . If follows that {(+5)=(P$); i.e., b=0 O *v=. K
If v#1 (mod 5) then Qv contains the 5th roots of unity, so E$5(Qv)=
(P$) (Q$) and the Galois action is trivial. Hence, any subgroup of E$5
could correspond to {(+5)=(aP$+bQ$). It is therefore often difficult to
say much about *v , even whether or not it is zero or infinity. However, in
the following special case we can be a little more specific.
Proposition 4.2.2. Suppose that E$ is given by (1) for a choice of u # Z
with ord5(u)>0 such that t=u2+u&1 is not divisible by any prime con-
gruent to 1 modulo 5. Then if v#1 (mod 5) is a prime of bad reduction
for E$, *v {.
Proof. Suppose that v#1 (mod 5) is a prime of bad reduction for E$.
According to definition (9), to show that *v {, we must show that
{(+5){(P$). Suppose that ‘ # +5 . The image of ‘ under the Tate map,
{(‘)=(x({(‘)), y({(‘))), (see [18], V.3 for explicit formulas) tells us that
x({(‘)) is a unit if and only if y({(‘)) is a unit.
We now consider the coordinates of P$. Let E$ given by Eq. (1) with
u # Z chosen so that t=u2+u&1 is not divisible by any primes congruent
to 1 mod 5. The discriminant of E$ is given by
2=&u5(u2+u&1)5 (u4&3u3+4u2&2u+1)5 (u4+2u3+4u2+3u+1)5.
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For simplicity write
t=u2+u&1, s=u4&3u3+4u2&2u+1, r=u4+2u3+4u2+3u+1,
so that
2=&(utsr)5.
By assumption v |% t and so we must have that v | (usr). Now consider the
formula (7) for the y-coordinate of P$,
y(P$)= 12u(u
4&3u3+4u2&2u+1)(u4+2u3+4u2+3u+1)2= 12usr
2.
Notice that
v | (usr) O v | y(P$),
thus y(P$) is not a unit. On the other hand, GCD(x(P$), y(P$)) | 12 and so
for v#1 (mod 5), x(P$) is a unit. Hence, {(‘){P$, for all ‘ # +5 and we
conclude that *v {. K
We now have enough machinery set up to determine the Selmer group
and the CasselsTate pairing.
4.3. The Selmer Group
Recall that the ,-Selmer group is defined in terms of the image of the
local coboundary maps, i,, v :
S,(EQ)=[# # H1(Q, E,) | #v # Im(i,, v) \ v # MQ].
There is another interpretation of the Selmer group as a subgroup of
Q_(Q_)5. It is in this form that we will describe the Selmer group as it
is much easier to work with from the computational viewpoint.
By assumption, E$, =i&1(Z5Z). Let P$ be the generator of E$, chosen
above. The Weil pairing induces an isomorphism
E,  +5
x  e,(x, P$)
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which in turn induces an isomorphism
jP$ : H1(Q, E,)  H1(Q, +5)=Q_(Q_)5 (10)
where the last equality is the canonical identification from Kummer theory.
Using the diagram below
0 ww E$(Q),E(Q) ww
i, H1(Q, E,)
jP$ Q_(Q_)5
0 wwE$(Qv),E(Qv) ww
i,, v H 1(Qv , E,) ww
jP$ Q_v (Q
_
v )
5
we get the following description of S,(EQ):
S,(EQ)$[x # Q_(Q_)5 | xv # Im( jP$ b i,, v) \v # MQ].
From now on, we will identify S,(EQ) with this subgroup of
Q_(Q_)5. The definition implies that to find S, we must know the images
of all of the local coboundary maps; however, the next lemma tells us that
we can restrict our attention to the coboundary maps at primes of bad
reduction. As before (2) let M be the set of primes of bad reduction for E$.
Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose that E$ is given by (1) with u # Q, ord5(u)>0 and
E$E$(Z5Z). Let N=[a | ordv(a)#0 (mod 5) if v  M]/Q_(Q_)5. Then
S,(EQ)=[a # N | av # Im( jP$ b i,, v) \v # M].
Proof. Elements of the Selmer group are unramified outside the set of
primes of bad reduction for E$ (note that by our conditions, 5 # M). An
element a # Q_(Q_)5 represents an unramified cocycle in H 1(Qv , E,) if
and only if ordv(a)0 (mod 5) (c.f. [20], X.4). K
We are now ready to prove the first main result, Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the previous lemma, we know that
S,(EQ)=[a # N | av # Im( jP$ b i,, v) \ v # M],
where M is as in (2) and N is as in Lemma 4.11. To complete the descrip-
tion of the ,-Selmer group, we need to determine the image of jP$ b i,, v for
all v # M and determine the conditions necessary for an element of N to be
in all of the images.
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Suppose that v # M and consider the following commutative diagram
0 ww E(Qv), E$(Qv) ww
i, , v H 1(Qv , E$, )
0 wwE$(Qv)5E$(Qv) ww
i5, v H1(Qv , E$5)
, *
0 ww E$(Qv),E(Qv) ww
i,, v H 1(Qv , E,).
0 0
It follows that
i,, v(E$(Qv),E(Qv))$, *(i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))).
To determine the images explicitly, we partition the primes v # M into
three categories:
(A) E$ has split multiplicative reduction at v with v1 (mod 5), or
v#1 (mod 5) with *v {.
(B) E$ has non-split multiplicative reduction at v.
(C) E$ has split multiplicative reduction at v with v#1 (mod 5) and
*v=.
For primes in case (A), Lemma 4.2.1 tells us that
i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))=H 1(Qv , (aP$+bQ$) ), b{0.
Furthermore,
, (Q$)=Q O , ((aP$+bQ$) )$E,=(Q) ,
thus
i,, v(E$(Qv),E(Qv))=, *(H
1(Qv , (aP$+bQ$) ))=H1(Qv , E,),
and so
Im( jP$ b i,, v)=Q_v (Q
_
v )
5.
In case (B), Lemma 4.2.1(ii) tells us that
i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))$H 1(Qv , (P$) ).
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Since , P$=O, we get that
i,, v(E$(Qv),E(Qv))=, *(H
1(Qv , (P$) ))=[1], (11)
thus
Im( jP$ b i,, v)=[1].
Finally, in case (C) Lemma 4.2.1 tells us that
i5, v(E$(Qv)5E$(Qv))=H 1(Qv , (P$) )
and so using the same argument as in (B),
Im( jP$ b i,, v)=[1].
To complete our description of the ,-Selmer group, we must determine
which elements of N are in all of the images jP$ b i,, v . The image of jP$ b i,, v
for primes in case (A) is all of Q_v (Q
_
v )
5 and consequently no conditions
are imposed on elements of N to be in the image of these maps. In the case
of (B) and (C), we have that the image is trivial. Thus an element of N
must be a 5th power in Q_v for each of these primes in order to be in the
Selmer group. Note that v itself is not a 5th power in Q_v . Therefore if
a # S,(EQ), then ordv(a)#0 (mod 5) for all v in the sets (B) and (C). If
v is a prime of non-split multiplicative reduction (as in (B)), then we have
seen that v1 (mod 5) (and v{5). In this case, every element of
Q_v (Q
_
v )
5 is a 5th power. In the case of (C), we have that v#1 (mod 5)
and so an element a # Q_v (Q
_
v )
5 is a 5th power if and only if
av&15#1 (mod v). This completes the proof of the theorem. K
Corollary 4.3.2. If E$ is given by (1) with u # Z, ord5(u)>0,
t=u2+u&1 not divisible by any primes congruent to 1 modulo 5, and
E$E$(Z5Z) then S,(EQ) is generated, modulo 5th powers, by the images
of the primes of split multiplicative reduction.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2.2, the set 7 in the statement of Theorem 1.1
is empty and the result follows from the theorem. K
4.4. The Local Pairings
We proceed to compute the CasselsTate pairing by looking at the local
pairings. Recall that the local pairings are defined by (see Section 5):
(x, y) v=invv[cv _ i,, v( y)],
where cv # H1(Qv , E$, ) is an element that maps to i5, v(x1)&s* i,, v(x).
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Lemma 4.4.1. Suppose that E$ is given by (1) with u # Q, ord5(u)>0 and
E$E$(Z5Z). Let x, y # E$(Qv),E(Qv). If v # M with *v= or *v=0,
then (x, y) v=0.
Proof. If v # M with *v=, then H1(Qv , E$5)$H 1(Qv , (P$) ) and, as
we saw in the proof of Theorem 1.1, Eq. (11)
i,, v(E$(Qv),E(Qv))=[0].
Thus for any y # E$(Qv),E(Qv), i,, v( y)=0 and so the local pairing is
(x, y) v=invv[cv _ 0]=0.
If v # M with *v=0, then we have that the image of i5, v in H1(Qv , E$5) is
isomorphic to H1(Qv , (Q$) ). Furthermore, the image of the section s* also lies
in H 1(Qv , (Q$) ). It follows that if cv # H1(Qv , E$, )=H 1(Qv , (P$) ) is an
element mapping to i5, v(x1)&s* i,, v(x) # H
1(Qv , (Q$) ) then cv=0 and the
pairing, (x, y) v=invv[0 _ i,( y)]=0, is again trivial. K
It remains to compute the local pairing at the primes of bad reduction
for E$ with *v {0, . Note that by Lemma 4.1.2 and Lemma 4.2.1 these
are the primes with v#1 (mod 5). In this case, the local fields, Qv , contain
the 5th roots of unity. Again suppose that an embedding, _: Q(+5)/Qv ,
has been chosen. Denote the image of the global points P$, Q, and Q$ with
respect to this embedding by the same symbol.
If a, b # Q_v (Q
_
v )
5, then let : # Q be such that :5=a; b any element of
Q_v mapping to b and [b , Qv] the Artin symbol. The Hilbert norm residue
symbol at 5 is defined by
( , )v : Q
_
v (Q
_
v )
5_Q_v (Q
_
v )
5  +5
(a, b) [ :[b , Qv]&1.
Kummer Theory gives isomorphisms Qv (Q_v )
5$H1(Qv , +5), and we have
+5 $H 2(Qv , +5 +5) via
H2(Qv , +5 +5) wwH2(Qv , +5)+5 ww
inv1
( 15ZZ)+5 ww+5 .
According to [17] Serre XIV.2, Proposition 5, with these identifications,
the Hilbert pairing may be identified with the cup product pairing:
( , )v : H1(Qv , +5)H 1(Qv , +5)  H2(Qv , +5 +5). (12)
Recall that the map jP$ (10) gives us an isomorphism H1(Qv , E,)$
H1(Qv , +5). With Q a generator for E, , we define an analogous isomor-
phism jQ :
jQ : H 1(Qv , E$, )  H 1(Qv , +5).
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Lemma 4.4.2. The following diagram commutes
inv(cup) : H1(Qv , E$, )_H1(Qv , E,) ww QZ
jQ jP$ =
Inde,(Q, P$)( , )v : Q
_
v (Q
_
v )
5_Q_v (Q
_
v )
5 ww QZ,
where ==e,(Q, P$).
The proof of this lemma can be found in McCallum [11]. This diagram
allows us to get a relation between our local pairing, given by the first row,
with the Hilbert norm residue symbol given by the second row. This
relationship is stated explicitly in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.3. If v # M with *v {0, , then for x, y # E$(Qv),E(Qv),
(x, y) v=Inde,(Q, P$)( jP$ b i,, v(x), jP$ b i,, v( y))
&*v
v
where ( , )v is the Hilbert norm residue symbol.
Proof. Suppose that v # M with *v {0, . By Lemma 4.1.2 and
Lemma 4.2.1 we must have that v#1 (mod 5). Thus Q_v contains the 5th
roots of unity.
For x, y # E$(Qv),E(Qv), the cohomology classes of i,, v(x) and i,, v( y)
can be represented by the cocycles [{ [ n{Q] and [! [ m!Q], respec-
tively. We know by Lemma 4.2.1 that the image of i5, v is isomorphic to
H1(Qv , (aP$+bQ$) ), depending on the Tate parametrization, with ab{0
where we’ve set *v= ab . Write Z=Q$+*vP$. Let x1 be a lifting of x to
E$(Qv)5E$(Qv). Representing i5, v(x1) by the cocycle [{ [ (r{Q$+r{*vP$)]
and using the fact that , (i5, v(x1)&s* i,, v(x)) can then be represented by,
*
((r{Q$+r{*vP$)&n{Q$)=r{Q$&n{Q$=0, we get r{=n{ (since our
choice of cocycle is unique since E5 is Qv-rational) and so the cohomology
class of cv # H 1(Qv , E$, ) which maps to (i5, v(x1)&s* i,, v(x)) corresponds ton{*vP$ and can be represented by the cocycle [{ [ n{*vP$].
Write ‘=e,(Q, P$). The above identifications together with Lemma 4.4.2
and (12) then give us that (x, y) v=invv[cv _ i,, v( y)] can be represented
by
invv[n{*vP$ _ m!Q]tInd‘( jQ(n{*vP$), jP$(m!Q))v
tInd‘ (‘&n{*v, ‘m!)v
tInd‘ ((‘n{, ‘m!)&*v)v
tInd‘ ( jP$(n{ Q), jP$(m!Q))&*vv
tInd‘ ( jP$ b i,, v(x), jP$ b i,, v( y))&*vv . K
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The proof of Theorem 1.2 with ‘=e,(Q, P$) is now very simple.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If E$ is given by (1) with ord5(u)>0 then
Lemma 4.1.2 and Proposition 4.1.3 tell us that all primes of bad reduction
for E$ have multiplicative reduction. The theorem then follows from
Lemma 4.4.1 and Lemma 4.4.3. K
Computations. Let a and b be 2 elements of Q_v with valuations : and
; respectively. Define c=(&1):; a
;
b: . The local Hilbert symbol can be given
by (a, b)v=c (v&1)5v where cv is the image of c modulo v (c.f. [17], XIV.3).
Note that (v, v)v=0 and if a and b are both units, it follows that (a, b)v=0.
We are finally ready to prove Corollary 1.3.
Proof of Corollary 1.3. We will accomplish this proof by exhibiting 2
elements which we can guarantee to be in the Selmer group, namely 5 and
11, that pair non-trivially under the CasselsTate pairing. This shows that
5(EQ) is non-trivial and the result follows, since by the alternating
property of the CasselsTate pairing the order of 5 must be a square.
First we show that 5 and 11 are in the Selmer group. The discriminant
of E$ is given by 2=&u5(u10+11u5&1)5. We have that ord11(11u5)
=1 and u10#1 (mod 11) O 11 | u10&1, so ord11(2)=ord11(u5(u10+11u5
&1)5)=5. Furthermore, any change of coordinates changes 2 by a power
of 12, so get that 11 must also divide the minimal discriminant of E$ and
is therefore a prime of bad reduction for E$. According to Theorem 4.1.2,
11 is a prime of split-multiplicative reduction and by Proposition 4.1.3, 5 is
also a prime of split-multiplicative reduction for E$. Thus, since we have
chosen u so that t=u2+u&1 is not divisible by any primes congruent to
1 modulo 5, Corollary 4.3.2 tells us that the Selmer group is generated by
primes of split multiplicative reduction for E$, we get that 5, 11 # S,(EQ).
Next we consider the pairing on (5, 11) . Theorem 1.2 tells us
(5, 11)= :
v # S
Inde,(Q, P$)(5, 11)
&*v
v mod Z,
where S=[v # M | v#1 (mod 5) with *v {0, ]. If v # S, with v{11, then
both 5 and 11 are units in Q_v . By the discussion above, the Hilbert pairing
is trivial on units, so (5, 11) v=0 and the pairing between 5 and 11
reduces to the local pairing at v=11:
(5, 11) =Ind‘ (5, 11)&*1111 =Ind‘ ((5)
(11&1)5)&*11=Ind‘ (52)&*11{0. K
Example. We now do an explicit example for u=5. In this case, the
curve E$ is
E$: y2=x3& 55258905474613 x+
135742068278497110547
108 ,
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the discriminant is
2=&55(11 } 29 } 31 } 991)5,
and the rational 5-torsion point P is
P=( 35067593 ,
1674448105
2 ).
Following Velu [22] we get an equation for E:
E: y2+ y=x3&x2&14128847434470x&120901020992332992024.
Since ordv(2)<12 for all v | 2 we get that the primes of bad reduction for
E are 5, 11, 29, 31, 991. By Lemma 4.1.2 and Proposition 4.1.3 we get split-
multiplicative reduction at 5, 11, 31, 991 and checking directly (using, say
pari-gp) we see that 29 is also a prime of split-multiplicative reduction.
Furthermore t=u2+u&1=29 for u=5 and so by Corollary 4.3.2 we
know that the Selmer group for E$ is generated up to 5th powers by these
primes of split multiplicative reduction; i.e.,
S,(EQ)$(Z5Z)5$(5, 11, 29, 31, 991) /Q_(Q_)5.
Next we compute the kernel of the CasselsTate pairing using Theorem 1.2.
In our case, M$=[5, 11, 29, 31, 991] and S=[11, 31, 991]. By choosing a
nice embedding of Q(+5)  Qv we can assume *v=&1 for v=11, 31, 991.
These embeddings give us ‘=5, ‘=16, ‘=799 for v=11, 31, 991 respec-
tively (again this was done using pari-gp). Thus the pairing becomes for
n, m # S,(EQ):
(n, m)=Ind5(n, m)11+Ind16(n, m)31+Ind799(n, m)991 mod Z.
Now it is easy to compute the kernel of the pairingwe get that it is rank
one, generated by the element a=5 } 11 } 9914 # S,(Q); i.e.,
ker(( , ) )$Z5Z.
Since E$(Q),E(Q)ker(( , ) ) and ,(Q)$S,(EQ)(E$(Q),E(Q)), we
see that we have one of two cases:
,(EQ)$(Z5Z)4 if E(Q)=<, or
,(EQ)$(Z5Z)5 if E(Q){<.
One can check that the functional equation for the L-series associated to
E is &1 and so L(E, 1) should have a zero of odd order. Since E is
modular [23], if we can show that L$(E, 1){0, then work of Kolyvagin
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[8, 9] and Gross and Zagier [5] tells us that E(Q) has rank 1. We can
estimate L$(E, 1) via
L$(E, 1)=2 :

n=1
an
n
E1 \2?n- N+
where the an are the coefficients from the L-series of E, E1(x)=x
e&t
t dt,
and N is the conductor of E (see [3], Section 7.5.3). If we sum the first
10, 000 terms of this series (using PARI to find the an and E1(x)) we get
L$(E, 1)r3.76. Accocrding to ([19], Proposition 4.1) we calculate that the
error in our estimation is off by no more than 1.25 and so in particular,
L$(E, 1){0 and we have that ,(EQ)$(Z5Z)5.
Remark. Experimentally, the condition that *11 {0 required in
Corollary 1.3 seems to be satisfied most of the time. In particular, this is
true for u=5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 35, 45, 50, 60. In fact, after a search of all
values of u up to 200 satisfying the other hypotheses in the corollary, there
haven’t been any counterexamples to *11 {0. It seems likely that with a
more careful study of the properties of the Tate parameterization, one
should be able to show that the condition is satisfied for all u in some
collection of 11-adic open disks. This will be the subject of future research.
Finally, note that in general we can compute the local pairings rather
easily. Once we’ve chosen an embedding for +5 into Qv , we can compute
the Hilbert norm residue symbol and *v using functions in gp-pari. Thus
with the aid of the computer, the algorithms presented in this paper give
a method to compute the kernel of the CasselsTate pairing and so
determine the size of the ,-torsion in the ShafarevichTate groups of these
elliptic curves.
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